The Crescent Symbol (I)

Two agents from DOTRIA the Dome of
the Rock Intelligence Agency are keeping
her, supposedly safe from the Harranians,
the sects that practiced an ancient pagan
worship that started in present day Yemen.
Both group in dear need of the key to the
secret she holds. The former seeing it as a
prophecy about to be fulfilled and the
latter, doing everything to keep an ancient
hoax that has kept united the whole of the
Middle East from getting discovered. She
sees the key she holds as the answer to the
questions she had been asking on her blog
that has earned her a spot in the TIME
Magazines 100 Most Influential People in
the World Twice, though her blogging
identity unknown. With two of her close
friends dead, communication to the outside
world cut off, she realize she is left with no
other option than to stick with the Dotria
people. They were the once who could help
her get out of Egypt alive, though their
motive to have the key to the secret she
holds was not one she shared.

There is no basis in shareeah for taking the crescent or star as a symbol of the Muslims. This was not known at the time
of the Prophet (peace It is widely believed that the crescent moon and star is an internationally-recognized symbol of
Islam. After all, the symbol is featured on the Crescent symbols are one of main symbols of Islamic world and Middle
East. Nowadays you can see it on flags of Turkey, Algeria, Pakistan, Q: So, I know that the crescent moon is the symbol
of Islam and is featured on the flags of a bunch of countries. But why? How did that symbolThe city of Byzantium
(Constantinople, modern Istanbul) was dedicated to Diana, goddess of the hunt, and the crescent was the symbol of
Diana. In 330 CE They engage into the logical fallacy of equivocation since Muslims use the crescent as the symbol of
Islam, therefore it follows that MuslimsThe crescent moon and star is an internationally-recognized symbol of the faith
of Islam. The symbol is featured on the flags of several Muslim countries, and isISLAM emerged in Arabia where travel
along the desert trade routes was largely by night, and navigation depended upon the position of the moon and stars.The
crescent symbol is primarily used to represent the Moon, not necessarily in a particular lunar phase. When used to
represent a waxing or waning lunar phase, crescent or increscent refers to the waxing first quarter, while the symbol
representing the waning final quarter is called decrescent.The crescent moon and star is a symbol often associated with
the religion of Islam. This symbol can be found on the flags of many countries, such as Algeria, Several Muslim
countries feature the crescent moon symbol on their flags, although it is not generally considered to be a symbol of
Islam. There was some king of Persia or family who had the crescent moon and star as the symbol for their family..
when westerners went over andIt was never adopted as an official symbol, nor does it have any significance whatsoever
in terms of scripture, apart maybe from the fact that the crescent moonThe truth is somewhat more fundamental, and
much more basic than simply adopting another empires symbol as their own. With so much of what is Islam, the
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